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What unites people from different backgrounds and cultures is a common purpose and belief. The
belief that everyone has a right to education, especially Numeracy and Literacy education is
closely linked to what our strife has been for all these years. This belief ties in closely with our
lifelong aim which has always been to share our knowledge and skills in the domain of Literacy and
Numeracy to anyone who seeks it; regardless of age, background, creed, nationality and socioeconomic status. As such, we have built our teaching careers around providing children and
teachers of various settings access to Literacy and Numeracy experiences. Having reached out to
the near and far, remote and urban; it not only makes Literacy and Numeracy education equally
accessible to all people but gives everyone the hope that they can survive the demands of the
literate world we live in.

A Brief Summary of the Teaching
and Training Journey Together
By Larissa Charles
I met Barbara in a cliche sort of ‘teachers’
world’ context. It was an early years Maths
online webinar. However, she was not the
participant. Barbara was the presenter. I was
fascinated by the ‘Numberland’ program which
she spoke about extensively. It was such a fun
and playful method of learning Maths. It had a
lot of props that accompanied it as well as
songs and stories. The Maths concepts were
very well thought out and simplified to the
understanding of young children. I thought it
would work wonderfully well for preschoolers
and in my line of work as an educator!
After being enlightened by the webinar, I
approached Barbara via e-mail to learn more
about the Numberland program. She was
absolutely welcoming and sent me all the
information I needed about the program. A few
months passed and I was getting ready to
embark on a literacy project in a rural
aboriginal village in Malaysia.
Connecting Malaysia and Germany!
Big smiles and learnings via tiny screens.

Before I set off, I connected with Barbara to let
her know that I may need numeracy at some
point in the project. She was excited and was
on standby, ready to lend a helping hand.

Teaching Literacy to aboriginal
youths and children
By Larissa Charles
2021 came and a few months passed. I had
begun training two aboriginal youths, Ima and
An on teaching children to read and write in
English using the Jolly Phonics Method and
various other Literacy methods and principles.
This was the first time the youths have ever
undertaken such an endeavour. It was also the
children’s first time being exposed to basic
English Literacy through well-researched
Literacy methods and a multi-sensory
approach.
In the mornings; the youths were trained in the
forest where they learnt to write lesson plans,
create literacy resources, practise their diction,
letter formation skills and develop further on
other aspects of English Literacy and teaching
skills. In the afternoons, the trainees would
deliver lessons that they have been trained on.
The local aboriginal children gathered around
3pm everyday, where they were taught English
oral language skills by me and phonics by the
youths. These lessons were taught in various
fun and hands-on ways, including aspects of
their culture as and when possible in the
lessons.
For 6 months, I trained the youths on the
alphabetic principle, phonological awareness,
formation of letters, blending, identifying
sounds in words, tricky words, reading big
books, reading decodable and non-decodable
books, developing literacy skills through the
use of storybooks, literary elements, fluency
and many other skills. They were steadily
developing the knowledge of the English
language and how to deliver simple phonics
lessons to the children. This was mainly due to
the use of their natural setting to engage them
in the training process.
Furthermore, the inclusion of natural materials,
art, culture, games, movement, music and
other teaching strategies helped to boost their
learning outcomes. As the trainees'
understanding of phonics knowledge and
teaching strategies increased, there was a
significant increase in the children’s oral

language skills and phonetic knowledge. This
was evident when they were assessed on a
monthly basis over the period of six months. It
can be said that the noted progress took place
due to the relentless commitment and
dedication of all parties.
Although the smooth running of the project
was disrupted by the implementation of the
full-lockdown at the end of May, the zeal to
learn by the youths and children carried on.
Nothing could deter their thirst for knowledge
and so I carried on the teaching and training
online. In summary, the number of hours
clocked into training, teaching, preparation of
teaching aids as well as creating a languagerich learning environment were all the reasons
why the literacy project met its intended goal
which was to develop the English literacy skills
of the aboriginal youths and the children. In the
end, me leaving my urban comforts and
spending more than half a year with these
amazing people certainly paid off! Hurrah to
Literacy! Hurrah to Determination! Hurrah to
resilience!

An is teaching the children in the village how to
read three-letter words through the use of space
and movement.
(More pictures at the end of this article)

Adding Numeracy with Numberland
Around March 2021, after my project had
taken form and the induction dust had settled, I
trusted the children would also benefit from
learning their numbers in English. I thought the
time had come to bring in Numberland and so I

asked Barbara to teach and train the aboriginal
youths. I was hoping they could learn to teach
‘Numberland’ as well as develop their own
number knowledge.
Numberland was hands-on, engaging and fun.
It encompassed all the elements that appealed
to the indigenous children who attended the
Literacy program. When the moment was right,
I got in touch with Barbara regarding teaching
and training the youths. She soon became a
part of the important work I was doing in rural
Malaysia.
In order to train and teach the youths, Barbara
had to come online either by my mobile phone
or our tablet.
She was thousands of miles away from us and
in a completely different time zone. Whilst we
were training in the jungle daily, she would call
in twice a week to teach and train the youths
from Germany via WhatsApp video call.
Despite poor connection, the vast time
difference and communication barrier; Barbara
managed to deliver the Numberland program
to the two youths. It was a terrific feat that was
accomplished through pure passion,
collaboration and love for education by all the
parties involved.
The training and teaching sessions partly took
place in the forest and partly in my room (due
to the total lockdown). However, nothing could
stop us from pushing forward and making
education possible for the two aboriginal
youths and the children alike. This is the story
of a passionate German teacher who met a

An and Ima seated in front of the tiny tablet
screen as they were taught to use the
Numberland flowerbeds (five-frames) to create
patterns like ‘leaf-twig-leaf’. Then, they were
taught to bring it to life by making a tune out of it
like ‘clap-pat-clap’.

passionate literacy teacher and her two
aboriginal trainees. When our different cultural
paths crossed technologically, it became a
powerful force for knowledge and learning
exchange to take place.
Whenever Barbara called to teach and train
the youths, I would translate what she said in
Malay. Sometimes, she would demonstrate
how to conduct Numberland lessons in a very
concrete manner through props and repetition
that I would not even have to translate as my
trainees would be able to understand what is
being taught through her gestures, movement
and repeated speech. She would encourage
them to practise what she had taught by
engaging them. She would ask them to find
natural materials in the forest or their
immediate surroundings and use it in the way
that she had demonstrated to them such as
making patterns, one-to-one correspondence
and placing the corresponding quantities on
each Numberland garden. She encouraged
them in prop making and generously provided
us with the templates so that it can be used
with the children.
After Barbara’s online sessions, I would
support the trainees to deliver the topics taught
by Barbara by providing them step-by-step
instructions in English and further practice
before executing the lesson with the children.
The trainees would deliver Numberland
lessons once a week to the children, mostly on
Fridays. The children enjoyed looking for
Number 1, counting the windows on its house,
counting objects or parts of their body that
were only one, looking at the circular garden
which only had one side and placing one
object in each compartment of the flower bed.
The children learnt other numbers in a similar
fashion and began to think critically about the
numbers taught to them and the connection it
had to their environment. It was making sense
to them as they were practically relating the
number knowledge learnt through Numberland
to the immediate environment.
Though we managed to squeeze in only a little
time for Maths during our overall project
timeline, the effects were profound on the
children and greater on the trainees. Thanks to
Barbara’s enthusiasm, positive attitude, hard
work, commitment, dedication and tactful
approach towards teaching and training the

youths. She surely has made a difference in
our lives despite being thousands of miles
away!

Getting Involved: Teaching
Numberland to Aboriginal Youths
Remotely
By Barbara Schindelhauer
I have always embraced the opportunities that
presented themselves in my life. When Larissa
emailed me in November 2020 about her
English Literacy project with indigenous people
in Malaysia, I was excited and curious.
Knowing that children are the same all over
the world and having all that positive feedback
from teachers in different settings, it gave me
full confidence that ‘Let’s visit Numberland’
could also work for these indigenous people.
Little did I know how strongly we would
connect over the next couple of months, nor
how close I would get with Larissa’s two young
indigenous teacher trainees. Through video
calls over the tiny screen of our smartphones
and tablets, a small town in Germany and a
remote village in Malaysia established a strong
bond and changed lives.

receptive to learning over a tiny screen with
some stranger in a far away country juggling
props? How to boil down ‘Numberland’ to 30
minute sessions that they can then practise
with their students?
Our journey to Numberland - so far apart
and yet so close
March 2021: Preparing for the journey
To prepare for our very first meeting, I sat
down to analyse the situation - and had to
smile when I realised that this project would
challenge ‘Let’s Visit Numberland’. To hold up
to what it claims, i.e. being a natural to anyone
in the world and not needing too much
language.
I imagined Ima and An seeing me on their little
screen and Larissa having to translate much of
what I would say. I wrote a plan for our first
session as a little script and shared it with
Larissa in advance so that she could prepare.
Fortunately, Larissa was able to print and
laminate the materials. That way, I could
provide Numberland resources for them to use
and make life a little easier. (Later on, during
the Lockdown, they made their own
resources).

It was pure joy to accompany the journey of a
passionate young teacher who had the guts to
leave a secure job to embark on this
tremendous adventure in the forest. And I was
equally delighted to contribute to the training
and development of two young youths from the
indigenous tribe.
Since 2004, when my own two children
traveled to Numberland for the first time, it has
been my passion to promote this beautiful and
powerful holistic concept among teachers as
well as to contribute to equal and better
chances of learning numeracy, without
compromising a happy childhood.
However, this was the first time I would be
giving extraordinary training sessions
accompanied by a whole new process. Could
it work? How approachable are people who
normally live a remote life? How would I break
the communication barrier? Will they be

Translating Maths into children’s world: We can
visit the numbers who have homes like us!

April 2021: Hello! - Selamat Datang! - Guten
Tag! The First Online Training Session
On 28th of April 2021, it was still dark in
Germany while Noon in Malaysia. My
Numberland trainees had already been
learning with Larissa for 3 hours. So, our 30
minutes would be extra challenging for them.
However, technology did its wonders by
connecting us on either side of the world.
Once connected, there were big smiles and a
warm ‚Hello!’ We immediately knew, yes, this
would work well!
My objective was to bring about the basic idea
of Numberland and its principles to translate
relevant maths into the children’s world: The
overall idea is that numbers have a home like
us, with houses, gardens, flowerbeds and so
on, yet all these elements represent
fundamental and relevant aspects of numbers,
shapes, and induce mathematical language.
I also wanted to provide a flow for this first visit
to Number One that my trainees could also
use with their children in class, though of
course they would not have to. While juggling
the same laminated Numberland props they
had; I talked to An and Ima as Number One,
introducing her home with its house, its flower
bed, its (geometrically shaped) garden. They
immediately grasped the idea and found
pebbles, leaves and twigs to decorate Number
One’s garden.

Putting Their Training Into Practise
We parted happily and confidently knowing
that this would work. And it did! Later in the
week, they took their children to Numberland
for the very first time and it was a delight to
hear how well it went for all!
May 2021: Gaining a Wider Perspective of
Numeracy Through Numberland
Over our next meetings, we would not only
introduce Number One’s neighbours but also
broaden the scope of Numeracy learning and
experiences.
With help of the flower beds - which are a child
relevant interpretation of fiveframes and
tenframes, we introduced a means for
organising subitising and partitioning. We also
created patterns which we then turned into a
fun clapping and tapping rhythm.
Number Lane - which is our way in and out of
Numberland - was a bit tricky to teach as we
want the children to actually move to and fro
on Number Lane. So I set up my mini-version
in front of my smartphone and made a little
puppet hop on it. It turned out to be a fun and
efficient way to bring across how much Maths
can be experienced with Number Lane.
It was heartwarming to see how motivated our
trainees were. Before implementing what they
had learned with their children, they would
practise for themselves. The picture speaks for
itself.
June 2021: Numeracy Learning Continues
Despite The Mounting Challenges
In June 2021, a full lockdown hit and Larissa
was unable to go to the village anymore due to
road closures. Moreover, the printer was out of
reach to prepare the Numberland resources
beyond Number Five. But just as I always
encourage, our trainees made up their own
gorgeous numbers, houses and gardens!

We built Number Two’s home and decorated the
garden with items matching the quantity.

Soon, the classes in the village ceased due to
Covid Standard Operating Procedures.
Nevertheless, our trainees kept on learning
and practising with Ima’s daughter.

Looking back at the work we had
accomplished as educators

Our Reflection

Despite the given challenges of that time,
crucial knowledge and skills of basic
Numeracy was passed down to the youths in
the most unconventional manner over the
period of 4 months. This out-of-the-norm
Numeracy training ended in June 2021. A need
to be numerically literate was fulfilled and the
numeracy gap in this remote village was
narrowed.

Our shared purpose brought us together and
forged a strong bond between us. We will
certainly cherish the time spent together for
years to come. The big takeaway from this
experience for us is that, as long as we keep
believing in bringing literacy and numeracy
education to all and continue to persist in this
endeavour, there is no mountain too high to
climb, no valley too deep to explore and no
remote jungle too inaccessible to leave
unforgettable footprints. For where there is a
will, there is a way!

The Literacy Project gave birth to a group of
12 indigenous children being able to ask and
answer simple questions in English, read and
spell 3 letter words, name objects around
them, identify some tricky words and
understand basic instructions in English.
Additionally, it empowered the youths to
become confident individuals who could teach
English phonics. Last but not least, the
highlight of the Literacy Project saw the
enrollment of 5 indigenous children in
formal school. Therefore, this project has not
only kindled a love for learning among the
children and youths but to use it as a platform
to raise their standard of living and better their
future.

Apart from that, we also bonded on a personal
level and really enjoyed the time we spent
together.
————You can find more pictures in the attachment.
If you would like to get in touch or learn more,
please contact us
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Attachment 1: More Literacy Impressions

Literacy Training: Ima being trained on how to
use the Small Moveable Alphabet Box to teach
letter sounds, spelling and word building.

An and Ima are being trained on teaching the
days of the week through sight reading, ordering
the days of the week using paper, singing the
days of the week song and playing fetch games.

Find the Words on Trees and Read Activity:
Children find the word ‘pit’ on a tree, they sound
each letter and blend the sounds to read the
word.

The children are learning to identify sight words
through a games of ‚Swat the Sight Word‘.

An is being trained on how to teach diphthongs
and single letter sounds through singing, actions
and repeating the sounds before executing it with
the children.

The children are making ‚Word Booklets‘ after
having learnt the first set of letter sounds. They
are expanding their vocabulary in the English
language by learning to draw the corresponding
pictures to the meaning of the words. They are
also developing their spelling skills by spelling
the words that correspond to the pictures.

Attachment 2: More Let’s visit Numberland Impressions

We are also allowed into Number Two’s garden we all have 2 eyes!

An and Ima are practising in the jungle and
preparing for taking their children to Numberland.

Still in lockdown, An and Ima were not allowed to
gather the children for class. They used the time
to make their Number Lane and explore fun
active games with Ima’s daughter.
An shows the children the house of Number Two,
with its two windows organised as on a dice and
a house number on top.

Due to the lockdown, Larissa was unable to go to
the village and provide the printed pdfresources. Yet An and Ima creatively made their
own, following the principles.

Numberlines are a versatile mean to experience
many relevant aspects of numbers and
language. I used this little model to show how
children would play on the proper large Number
Street alas our way into and out of Numberland.

